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Annotations Revision Material
When annotating your work you must make sure you are critical in analysing the work of artists and relating it
back to the theme. You do not need to state the obvious (if it is visually clear) but do discuss the deeper meanings
and add any notes that are key to your decision making process.
Statement of Intent – C grade only
Using the theme of ……………… I intend to explore my own personal insights into different aspects of the title through initial
drawings, photography and experimentation. I will then experiment with a range of different techniques surrounding Art such as
mixed-media, printing, fashion design, embellishment and collage. I will gather research around my chosen theme of ............... to
aid my development further. I will also look at a number of artists around different specialisms as I develop my own personal
responses further.
For higher grades (A*-B) you need to:
* Be more specific about possible avenues / concepts you wish to explore within your theme (e.g. within ageing and growth I am interested in
exploring the life cycle of cells and types of damage that can occur from a range of sources.)
* Refer specifically to some of the key artists you would like to explore and why… show you have a clear starting point and passion for
investigating your theme.

Observational Drawings

Responses to Artists



Make sure you are referring to your own work in the





Justify the objects you have chosen in relation to
your theme.
For what purpose is the drawing? (E.g. to observe
and study accurately the form / texture / patterns
in detail or to capture the essence of the object
through expressive techniques or to quickly study in
order to remember etc.)
Explain and/or evaluate any specific qualities
gained from using certain media (materials) and
techniques (e.g. pen cross-hatching to create tone
and mark-making)

Artist Comparison

style of the artist, in no way are you just copying. Your
responses should be linked to the artist but be individual
to your own style.
When you have responded to your artists you must
comment on your response through the techniques you
have used, materials and style and relate back to your
artist and your theme. Is your technique the same? (i.e.
layers of images, collage and paint to interpret the work
of Lynne Perrella or use of stereotyping through black and
white photography and the poses of your subjects in the
style of Cindy Sherman). How have you researched and
developed your theme further? This might be by using
family and friends or yourself to explore your theme of
identity? Therefore you took more photographs and
collected items associated with their identity to produce a
collage/media-media response.

When comparing artists, ensure you have referred to their focus /
specialism within art and their similarities and differences.
 Description of their work – What are the similarities of
their work within the disciplines? What materials has
she/he used and how have they used them?
 Effect/Design
Where does the style/effect come from? (colour, markmaking, materials - harsh or soft and subtle)
 What are your personal feelings about the artists’ work in
comparison to your work?
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Useful links:
 Drawing techniques and tips :
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zc7sfrd/revision/1
 Painting techniques and tips :
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3dthv4/revision/1
 Find inspiration:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2hp3k7/revision/1
 Recording and observing:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z8sv97h/revision/1
 Respond to stimuli:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zwk82nb/revision/1
 Analytical drawing :
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zyv397h/revision/1
 Developing ideas / responses:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zc7mng8/revision/1
 Materials experimentation :
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z8pfcj6/revision/1
 Mind Mapping – recordings and observing:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z8sv97h/revision/1
 Annotations : https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zgtngdm/revision/1
 Analysis and evaluation:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zymtv9q/revision/1

Mini Checklist:
1. Theme Mind map AO2&3 Mood board explaining what the theme means to you and what your final piece will be.
2. Research AO2&3 - 6 Artist (3 classic – 3 modern/contemporary) –
Explain why they were picked, how do they link to the theme. What is their style that
inspired you and what technique will you explore?
3. Experiment AO2
Respond to each artist 3 times using a variety of media and materials Annotate what you have created and how detailing materials and techniques used.
Which artist inspired you and how does this creation link to your final piece idea?
4. Final piece planning with annotations AO3
5. Create 3 final piece drafts, each with a different material AO2
6. Evaluate and analysis your composition AO4
7. Keep up with deadlines !
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Final Piece Word Bank
Present with your photograph and explain how you have concluded your project and how your exploration of your theme has resulted in your final piece.
Relate artists, techniques and media to your final outcome. Comment on the strengths of the design.
Abstract Angle Achieved

Culture

Detailed

Distance

Fashion Features

Foreground Geometric

Investigate
media
Primary

Isolated

Movement

Realistic Resource

Historical

Influenced Imagery

Manipulate

Primitive

Figurative Flat

Observational

Subject
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Imaginative Inspiration
Pattern

Shocking

Pigment

Jagged

Mixed

Portray Powerful
Repetition

Relief

Subtle Textured

Intensity

Intentions

Initial

Represent Random

Qualities

Energy

Figures Flowing Fragmented

Forms

Process

Direction

Emphasize Explored

Effects Express

Ideas

Controversial

Depth of field

Expression

Enhance

Central

Conceptual

Dimensional

Effective

Deconstruct

Function

Contrast

Develop

Experiment

Evaluate

Fragile

Dark

Background

Complimentary

Creative

Composition Concept

Depth Distinctive

Basic Balance

Collage

Chaotic

Bright
Colour

Atmosphere Bold

Arranged

Tonal

Range

Technique Unusual

